_ We investigate the evolution equation for distribution amplitudes in the framework of a scalar theory quantized on the light cone. We End general solutions for the cases of 4 and 6 dimensions and use them to reconstruct two-body relativistic bound state wave functions at small distances. The relation between the light-cone bound state equation and the Bethe-Salpeter equation is discussed.
Introductioti
-.
--A long-range goal in the study of quantum chromodynamics is to actually calculate the spectrum and wavefunctions of hadrons from first principles. An important theoretical tool to this end is lattice gauge theory which may eventually provide accurate numerical values for hadronic properties.' The Bethe-Salpeter approach is primarily suited to weak-binding bound state problems where higher irreducible kernel corrections and non-perturbative vacuum effects can be ne-
glected.
An alternative approach2 to relativistic bound state problems is the light-cone quantization method, which provides a Hamiltonian formalism and Fock-state representation of QCD at equal light-cone time r = t + z/c. The momentumspace bound-state solutions to this system of relativistic equations +(z,kl, X)
are functions of the light-cone variables z; = (kp + kf)/(p' +p") and zl;, and the particle helicities X;. They are immediately suitable for calculations of covariant observables, such as structure functions, distribution amplitudes, form factors, anomalous moments, correlations and other hadronic properties.
The first step in solving the full set of coupled Fock state equations on the light-cone is to find a simple, analytically tractable equation for the valence, lowest-particle-number sector, and to develop a systematic perturbation theory for obtaining higher particle number states and higher accuracy. These requirements are satisfied by the simplest approximation, corresponding to the lowest order irreducible kernel; i.e. the light cone ladder approximation. Furthermore, one can prove that higher Fock-state contributions in light-cone ladder approximation in a renormalizable theory are negligible at large relative transverse momentum momenta. In gauge theories this statement is true for physical gauges for the vector fields, such as light-cone gauge. -Thus the covariant ladder approximation is equivalent to light-cone ladder approximation at large $1. This equivalence eliminates any possibility of cusp-like (non-analytic) behavior of the distribution amplitude 4(z;, Q) or light-cone wavefunction of the type described by Karmanov.3 Since r$(z;, Q) satisfies the evolution equation which is derived by taking large cl limit of the light-cone projected Bethe-Salpeter equation, one can prove that +(zi, Q) is analytic (i.e. cusp free) in the whole xi region and can be expanded by Gegenbauer polynomials in two-body bound state problems.4
The cusp behavior is induced by the artificial limit of taking the binding energy . I
to zero.
The initial problem to be examined in this paper is the behavior of the twobody bound-state wave function at large values of relative momentum. To this end we study first the properties of the corresponding valence-quark "distribution amplitudes" which control high-momentum transfer exclusive reactions4 The distribution amplitude 4(xi, Q) is the amplitude for finding the I@) Fock-state in the bound state collinear up to scale Q. Its variation with Q will be described by an evolution equation. We find the solution of the evolution equation and use it to reconstruct a detailed form of the wave function at short distances.
Although we will deal here with a simple spinless model, the methods are valid independent of spin. The scalar models are also of interest to the extent that they give a first look at the nature of wave functions for relativistic, strongly bound system. We perform the analysis within the Wick-Cutkosky model and discuss two different cases with N = 4 and N = 6 dimensions. Working in 4-dimensions, we obtain the bound-state wave function which asymptotically matches the simplest approximation to the light-cone wave function. The case of I 6 dimensions is more interesting. Even though this case-is a nonphysical one, it has mathematical and graphical similarity with the more physical non-Abelian quark-gluon theories. In particular, it has a fundamental trilinear coupling, it is renormalizable, and furthermore it happens to be asymptotically free. Because of asymptotic freedom, the higher order kernels can be neglected at short distances. forN=6 , (2.2) i.e. there is a "running coupling constant" for -the theory in 6. dimensions.5
Restricting ourselves to the one-gluon-exchange only we obtain the light cone In the following we find the most general solution of Eq. (2.9), which is next used to.reconstruct the short-range behavior of the bound state wave function ti by means of Eq. (2.6). Th is is done separately for N = 4 and N = 6 case.
The Case of N = 4 Dimensions
For the case of N = 4 dimensions the evolution equation (2.9) upon substitution of (2.2) and (2.12) reads
The most general solution of this equation can be expressed-as a superposition of separable functions. The dependence on xi is then given in terms of Gegen- To derive this result we used the orthogonality and Gegenbauer polynomials. corresponds to cy = 47~. We note here that within the ladder Bethe-Salpeter equation the mass M2 of the ground state vanishes for cy = 27r.6 The reason for the factor of 2 discrepancy is due to the fact that we take the condition of g2
at the next leading Q2 term while we take for the wavefunction only the leading Gegenbauer polynomial corresponding to the large Q2 behavior of the kemel.g Actually, one can prove that the Cutkosky condition CY = 27r is obtained from the light-cone ladder approximation at large zl limit. 
where !?io is an arbitrary constant. Now we can carry out the de; integration over the first term in (B.9). An identical trick is applied to the second term in kernel of (B.7).
I
Choosing the fixed points to be _ -.
we obtain from (B. 7) t@;,ZJ = g2 -J- Since dk--dk'-the integration is straightforward 
